Feature space analysis: effects of MRI protocols.
We present a method for exploring the relationship between the image segmentation results obtained by an optimal feature space method and the MRI protocols used. The steps of the work accomplished are as follows. (1) Patients with brain tumors were imaged on a 1.5 T General Electric Signa MRI System using multiple protocols (T1 and T2-weighted fast spin-echo and FLAIR). T1-weighted images were acquired before and after gadolinium injection. (2) Image volumes were co-registered, and images of a slice through the center of the tumor were selected for processing. (3) For each patient, several image sets were defined by selecting certain MR images (e.g., 4T2's+ IT1, 4T2's+FLAIR, 2T2's+ 1T1). (4) Using each image set, the optimal feature space was generated and images were segmented into normal tissues and different tumor zones. (5) Segmentation results obtained using the different MRI sets were compared. Based on the analysis results from 27 image sets, we found that the locations of the clusters for the tumor zones and their corresponding regions in the image domain changed as a function of the MR images (MRI protocols) used. However, the segmentation results for the total lesion and normal tissues remained relatively unchanged.